On the eve of the First World War, the German Jewish Marcuse family gave the outward impression of leading a very comfortable middle-class existence. Thirty-eight-year-old Harry Marcuse—a medical doctor by profession—lived with his wife Mimi and two young daughters in Berlin. The start of armed hostilities in August 1914, however, tore their lives asunder. Harry departed for the Eastern Front, where his medical training was urgently needed. Meanwhile, his brother Josef headed in the opposite direction to serve with a cavalry battalion on the Western Front. Alone with two small children, Mimi moved to be near her parents in Teplice, then part of the Austro-Hungarian Empire. There, she managed to squeeze in time to help in a soup kitchen as well as with the Red Cross. Sadly, as it turned out, she was also well-positioned to provide her parents with emotional support. During the first winter of the war, Mimi’s brother Paul vanished in the East, presumed captured, though he was never seen again. Another brother, Hans, failed to recover fully from typhoid fever and took his own life in 1917.1

The Marcuses’ path through the First World War was remarkably varied. Family members were strewn across France, Germany, Austria-Hungary, and Russia, where their daily routines ranged from serving at the front lines, tending the wounded or—in the case of Mimi Marcuse—caring for the family and household. Irrespective of their own wartime role, loss and grief touched all in equal measure, the deaths of the two brothers, Hans and Paul, being most deeply felt. It is the sheer diversity of Jewish wartime experiences, as encapsulated by the Marcuse family,
that lies at the very heart of this volume. Its central argument is that historians cannot interpret a singular Jewish war experience solely through the dynamics of antisemitism and Jewish identity, which could be a category of self-designation and self-perception ascribed from “within,” or a category ascribed from “outside”—related to religion, heredity, or “race.” “Jewishness” and “antisemitism” as such need to be understood as heterogenous, manifold, highly debated, and historically versatile categories. Central European Jewish experiences were diverse, and fragmented along gender, political, geographic, social, and subjective lines. In short, there was no single Jewish experience of the First World War that could be addressed as an empirical, epistemic, or theoretical entity.

The widest divergence surely occurred between those in the military and those at home, but even here the diversity of experience was wide. In total, some 100,000 Jews served in the German military, though of course not all were at the forward lines. Some German Jews ended up in administrative roles, others in medical or garrison-based jobs. While most military-aged Jewish men were drafted into the army, it also needs to be stressed that German Jews served in the Imperial Navy and in the new German air force as well. The number of Jews fighting in the Austro-Hungarian army was much higher, with more than 300,000 men conscripted during the course of the First World War. The Habsburg Empire was also far more amenable to the idea of Jewish officers. By 1900, about 18 percent of the reserve officer corps consisted of Jews. In Germany, by stark contrast, the doors to the officer corps only started to slowly open during the war. Prior to the conflict, no more than a handful of Jewish officers had been commissioned, and these had all been in the Bavarian army.

At home, Jews, whether in the German or the Austro-Hungarian Empire, or in other places in Central Europe, performed a wide variety of wartime roles. Like Mimi Marcuse, many middle-class women volunteered to run soup kitchens or to work at local railway stations, serving passing troop trains with supplies. Elsewhere, Jewish women volunteered as nurses or threw themselves behind patriotic fundraising efforts. In Vienna, for example, middle-class Jewish women collected food and clothing for the thousands of refugees who had fled the fighting in Eastern Europe. Jews also took on a prominent role in helping to shape the war economies of the two empires. Nowhere was this truer than with Walther Rathenau’s establishment of the German War Ministry’s War Raw Materials Department (Kriegsrohstoffabteilung des preußischen Kriegsministeriums), which coordinated economic planning and the distribution of essential industrial supplies.
In many ways, the First World War should be seen as a history of traveling and journeys. Troops went in one direction, workers in another, while refugees, including large numbers of East European Jews, fled to the relative safety of Germany and Austria-Hungary. Mimi Marcuse herself traveled regularly from Berlin to Teplice during the war. This was not just a case of moving between home and family; it was also a journey between the metropole and the province, and between the German Empire and the Austro-Hungarian Empire. The way people experienced war in each of these settings was always very different. Most significantly, the Austro-Hungarian Empire split more quickly and deeply along regional and ethnic lines. As was the case in Germany, these divisions played out through strikes, protests, and social unrest.7

Regardless of the region, death was an all too common part of the conflict. It is estimated that some thirty thousand Jewish soldiers from the Austro-Hungarian army died in the war, while approximately twelve thousand German Jewish soldiers also lost their lives.8 Mimi Marcuse’s two brothers, Paul and Hans, were among this number. Mass death—for this is what it amounted to—may have occurred on the battlefield, but it shaped the lives of those at home too. People had to live with the constant fear that loved ones could be killed or maimed, while the Jewish communities in both Germany and Austria provided what comfort they could with a constant stream of remembrance services and elaborate funerals.9

One notable absence from the Marcuses’ wartime diaries and memoirs is any mention of antisemitism. The reason why—at first glance—this is so surprising is that, eclipsing the “spirit of August 1914” and the Burgfrieden (“peace within the fortress”), in October 1916, the German military issued the infamous “Jew Count,” the so-called Judenzählung, which was based on the questionnaire “Evidence of the Participation of Jewish Conscripts in the Army” (Nachweisung der beim Heere befindlichen wehrpflichtigen Juden) ordered by the Prussian War Ministry. It was a census of Jews serving in the army, based on flawed methods, which implied in effect that Jews had attempted to avoid frontline service.10 However, while the census and the postwar “stab-in-the-back” myth (Dolchstoßlegende) reflected the hatred and prejudice imposed “from above,” they did not necessarily dominate the narratives of Jewish soldiers and civilians who had extremely complex experiences and memories of the war. German Jewish experiences on the home and combat fronts were diverse and reflected different perceptions and interpretations of the war. Encounters with antisemitism in the daily interactions with frontline comrades or neighbors at home
often made more of an impact than prejudice directed by military and political leaders. Wartime narratives by men and women are filled with anecdotes about positive and negative experiences with gentiles, often confusing feelings of acceptance mixed with anxieties over exclusion in everyday life, rather than reflections on the “Jew Count.”

The central point on which this volume pivots, therefore, is less the Jewish census of 1916 and the wider history of Christian-based anti-Judaism or racial antisemitism. Instead, the chapters hinge far more on the exceedingly varied experiences of Jewish men and women during the war. By shifting the focus in this way, the volume broadens the way in which central European Jewish history is understood. Our approach is determinedly interdisciplinary, incorporating research perspectives from history, literature, cultural studies, Jewish studies, film studies, as well as gender studies. Only in this way is it possible to uncover new sites of inquiry and innovative methods that challenge existing assumptions about Jewish perceptions of identity, assimilation, and exclusion in the First World War. This volume addresses the following overlapping questions: How did the First World War impact Central European Jews, including men and women on the combat and home fronts? To what degree were German and Austrian Jewish experiences in the war distinct or universal? Which conclusions did Jewish men and women draw from their wartime experiences? How did they remember the war? To what extent did Jews share these memories with gentiles in a local context, and contextualize their own perceptions of the war? How did Jewish religious, ethnic, national, gender, and other identities intersect with and diverge from mainstream cultural identities?

The bifurcated historical debate over inclusion versus exclusion tends to obscure the complex, nuanced experiences of Jewish men and women who experienced often contradictory encounters that oscillated between signs of integration and acceptance and the perpetuation of negative stereotypes and prejudices. For most ordinary German Jewish men and women, the “Jew Count” was not necessarily a rupture in Jewish/non-Jewish relations. They had already experienced antisemitism before the war and it continued to exist after the “Jew Count.” Therefore, the military’s census could easily be shelved away as just another example of state-level prejudice. This volume seeks to highlight the complex responses to explicit, subtle, and latent forms of antisemitism as well as the diversity of experiences narrated by men and women in the Great War.

Historiographical Background and Methodologies

While recent scholarship on Jewish experiences in the First World War has emphasized the need for more international comparative approaches, there is still much to explore about the experiences of Central European Jews. In particular, much of the existing narrative on German and Austrian Jews has been shaped by interwar memories of the war experience. Taking into consideration later National Socialist attacks and the Shoah, the existing narrative tends to highlight illusory hopes for integration that were shattered during the First World War. Interestingly, many of the first histories of German Jewish wartime participation to appear after the Second World War came not from Jewish scholars, but from non-Jewish German historians. Local and regional German histories of Jewish life, which gradually started to be published from the early 1960s onwards, often mentioned Jews in the First World War. However, these discussions touched on the war almost as a by-product of wider attempts to uncover the history of lost Jewish communities. In doing so, they tended to idealize particular facets of Jewish life in pre-Nazi Germany while downplaying other factors, such as chronic antisemitism.

In the 1960s and 1970s, the first comprehensive body of scholarship began to emerge, beginning with Egmont Zechlin’s work on German Jews and German politics during the First World War, and followed two years later by a collection of essays on German Jews in war and revolution edited by Werner Mosse and Arnold Paucker. Crucially, this volume included seminal contributions by Werner Jochmann, Saul Friedländer, and Eva Reichmann. These histories were written in the context of destruction, as scholars sought to identify antecedents to the genocide of European Jewry put into operation by the Nazis. In general, they portrayed Jews as having been drawn to the liberal political spectrum, and thus in fundamental opposition to German nationalism, a view that continues to dominate histories of German Jewry to this day. In part, this may have been an attempt to explain why the war supposedly led to a hardening of divisions between Jews and non-Jews in German society. Werner Angress’s meticulous study of the “Jew Count,” followed by Ulrich Dunker’s examination of the German Jewish war veterans’ organization, the Reichsbund jüdischer Frontsoldaten (RjF), and its efforts to combat antisemitism during the Weimar period, cast further light on the institutionalized prejudice “from above,” and the struggle of Jews to be recognized for their military sacrifices after the war. Together, these histories fed the...
perception that for Jews, antisemitism was the enduring memory of the war and that the “Jew Count” had been the decisive moment when German Jewish relations unraveled.\textsuperscript{15} “The Judenzählung,” as Werner Jochmann concluded, “contributed to a decisive estrangement between Jews and their comrades.”\textsuperscript{16}

The work of the first generation of German Jewish historians set the foundations onto which others could build. During the late 1970s and into the 1980s, a handful of new histories appeared, but it was only in the 1990s that a second discernible trend in the historiography finally emerged.\textsuperscript{17} This body of work placed the “Jew Count” of 1916 at the very center.\textsuperscript{18} Studies by Peter Pulzer, Clemens Picht, and Christhard Hoffmann, to name a few, charted a trajectory of the First World War that began with Jewish enthusiasm in 1914, as Jews, along with other Germans, celebrated the war in the belief that it would obliterate anti-semitic stereotypes and level any remaining barriers to social equality.\textsuperscript{19} Despite volunteering to fight at the front lines in large numbers, it was argued, Jewish hopes for social acceptance ended disastrously amid increasing antisemitism, culminating in the military’s census of October 1916. Further studies by Michael Brenner and Paul Mendes-Flohr on the history of German Jewry during the Weimar Republic similarly portrayed the First World War as having led to an irreparable rift between Jews and other Germans, and that these shattered hopes led to a strengthening of Jewish identity and intensified Jewish solidarity.\textsuperscript{20}

As Derek Penslar has argued, however, much of the scholarship driving this interpretation is predicated on the contemporary writings of Jewish thinkers, activists, and prominent critics of assimilation, such as those of Reinhold Lewin and Ernst Simon.\textsuperscript{21} Both men claimed afterwards that the “front experience” had been an alienating one for Jews, and that relationships between Jewish and Christian soldiers had been stifled by endemic antisemitism.\textsuperscript{22} Another frequently quoted source in this narrative is the diary of Julius Marx, a Jewish officer who kept a meticulous journal describing his repeated confrontations with anti-Jewish prejudice at the front.\textsuperscript{23} The diary’s re-publication in 1964 strongly influenced another generation of scholarly work in this field, and is commonly cited as evidence of Jewish disillusionment during the war.\textsuperscript{24} Nonetheless, much historical writing on the First World War continues to adhere rigidly to the original arguments of Lewin, Simon, and Marx. Without subjecting these sources to rigorous analysis, however, the well-worn narrative of Jewish exclusion established after 1918 is only sustained.\textsuperscript{25}

While examples of antisemitism accurately reflected hatred and institutional prejudice imposed “from above,” they did not necessarily
dominate the narratives of ordinary men and women on the home front and those of the fighting troops in the field, who had much more complex experiences and memories of the war. Perhaps the most serious methodological problem in this corpus of literature is the tendency to view Jewish soldiers through the same analytical lens as civilians or the mainstream Jewish press. To be sure, antisemitism drew considerable attention in Jewish newspapers, and it provoked fierce debates among Jewish writers and thinkers, as well as from religious and community leaders in Germany. But analyses of letters and diaries from the field, insofar as they had passed the random checks by military censorship (Militärzensurkommissionen), have provided little evidence that Jewish/non-Jewish relations at the front lines were in “crisis.”

In the last decade, scholars have searched for a more nuanced view of the First World War that moves beyond the assumption of permanent and omnipresent antisemitism. Greg Caplan, analyzing the writings of Jewish fraternity students during the war, concluded that the trauma of mass death and the horrors of trench warfare, not antisemitism, shaped the shared wartime experiences of both Jews and non-Jews involved in the fighting. These findings were supported by Ulrich Sieg’s study of Jewish intellectuals during the war, which concurred that antisemitism was not the driving force between Jews and non-Jews in the front lines, as Jewish soldiers reacted to the “Jew Count” in often strikingly different ways than their civilian counterparts. These studies have added considerable depth to this previously under-researched aspect of Jewish history, and challenged explanatory approaches focused on the “Jew Count” and narratives of Jewish disillusionment during the war.

Recent research has shown that particular aspects of Jewish military history during the First World War were integrated into a broader context of German history. Tim Grady’s work on the contested memory of Jewish war experiences argued that relations between Jews and other Germans did not end abruptly after 1918, but instead persisted throughout the Weimar era, even into the early years of the Third Reich. Through the rubric of remembrance of the German Jewish war dead, Grady throws light on how Jews and other Germans created a shared memory culture of the First World War, which endured well beyond 1918. The agents of remembrance—memorial construction, local rituals of mourning and commemoration, and conservative narratives of national sacrifice—functioned as mechanisms of inclusion, ensuring that Jews remained actively engaged in Germany’s interwar memory culture. David Fine in his monograph on Jews’ integration in the German army went even further. He argued that levels...
of discrimination experienced by Jewish soldiers in the German military had in fact been overstated. Fine maintained that Jewish soldiers rarely mentioned antisemitism in their writings, nor were Jews denied promotions or battlefield decorations that their gentile counterparts received, a claim backed up by official statistics. While Fine offered a welcome corrective to earlier studies that had solely focused on the development of antisemitism, there can be no denying that anti-Jewish discrimination was an unsavory feature of the war.

Over the last few years, a number of transnational histories have used comparative approaches to draw out the finer nuances of the German Jewish war experience. Works by Derek Penslar and Sarah Panter, as well as a collection of essays connected to an exhibition at the Jewish Museum in Munich, have led the field in this regard. These studies attempt to integrate particular aspects of Jewish life into a wider German history of the First World War. Penslar’s and Panter’s books are emblematic of a recent trend in the scholarship, which sees antisemitism as crucial but not in all cases as the main aspect of the Central European Jewish war experience. These authors do not downplay the persistence of antisemitism in the German military: for many Jewish soldiers it was a feature of everyday life. But it did not lead to a breakdown in relations at the front, and there is little evidence that it irrevocably damaged Jewish morale or lessened their faith in the German cause. Over the last five years alone, the field has moved from a post-Mosse consensus on the “road to the final solution” to a more fragmented view, with many historians considering the 1914–18 experiences within their contemporary framework, rather than solely in hindsight from 1933.

Despite trends in recent scholarship, there are persisting debates about the significance of antisemitism in the context of a revaluation of German Jewish relationships during the First World War. Many historians continue to uphold older narratives, maintaining that antisemitism was the defining Jewish experience of the First World War. The premise of Jacob Rosenthal’s detailed, well-received study of the “Jew Count” of 1916 and its consequences in the postwar years follows the trajectory of older studies, which hold that German Jewish relations both during and after the war were undermined by antisemitism. The war is depicted as an end point, the “crisis of the German Jewish symbiosis,” as Rosenthal put it, in a long trajectory of failed integration. Brian Crim’s work on antisemitism in the German military community provides important insights into the RjF’s campaign against antisemitism in Weimar Germany, and its tenuous relations with nationalist veterans’ organizations. Yet it especially focuses on Jewish exclusion,
embracing the notion that Jewish soldiers returned from the front lines in 1918 demoralized by the endemic antisemitism they encountered in the trenches.\textsuperscript{35}

With the centenary of the First World War still reverberating, it is surely time to take stock of the historiographical eras discussed here and to move to a further stage. With this thought in mind, this volume emphasizes the diversity and complexity of Jewish war experiences in Central Europe as well as the multifaceted forms of antisemitism and responses to it. Relationships between Jews and gentiles, encounters with antisemitism, and memories of the war were complex. As Jay Winter reminds us, the diverse and often contradictory narratives of individuals who experienced “total war” elude categorization into collective memory paradigms.\textsuperscript{36} Taken as single voices, they provide a much more subtle way of understanding history than the orchestral piece of grand history narratives. To uncover the varieties of Jewish experiences, this volume explores diverse narratives in their respective medial forms, including literature and film. This diversity of experience includes the erosion of fixed gender roles and the ensuing critique of the binary two-sex-model in European societies and academic reflections (e.g., in philosophy, sexology, criminology) around 1900.\textsuperscript{37}

The impact of the war on conceptions of “masculinity” and “femininity” highlights the degree to which Jewish experiences converged and diverged with mainstream culture. Fulfilling prevailing gender ideals on the combat and home fronts reinforced Jewish men and women’s conceptions of themselves as integrated and accepted members of society. On the one hand, German Jewish frontline soldiers, for example, saw “comradeship” as a universal masculine ideal. Just as gentile and Jewish men shared the traumatic experience of the trenches, they also shared ideals of manliness and comradeship that were fundamental to national identity.\textsuperscript{38} The ideal of “hard” militarized masculinity that was ubiquitous in popular culture also had a “softer” side, as soldiers provided each other with emotional and psychological support in the traumatic environment of the front.\textsuperscript{39} Despite a widespread “crisis in masculinity” in the face of industrialized violence, the image of the “good comrade,” who provided friendship and love for their fellow front fighters, gave many men, including minorities who might have been considered social outsiders, the opportunity to assimilate into a male cultural ideal.\textsuperscript{40}

Despite the antisemitic stereotypes that circulated on the home front and among military elites during the war, Jewish soldiers often felt a sense of “Germanness” in the front lines through their performance of manly ideals. The essentialist, racialized notion of comradeship and
the “front community” later sanctified by the Nazis did not necessarily reflect the more inclusive notions of comradeship and masculinity embraced by not only German Jewish frontline fighters, but even gentile soldiers in 1914–18. As historian Brian Feltman has demonstrated, even if the rise of National Socialism after 1933 caused German Jewish veterans to later revaluate their memories of the war, the experience of “comradeship” made them feel that at least between 1914 and 1918 they had been to some degree accepted. In addition to pressuring men to conform to male gender ideals, the First World War can be seen as a test field for twisted gender roles and the transgression of traditional notions of “manliness” and “femaleness.” This was not only due to the multiple role reversals in home front societies (at least as long as the war lasted), in which women with regard to their profession slipped into typical male roles, but it is also the case for the phenomenon of cross-dressing within theatrical performances in the trenches and internment camps of the First World War, which occurred on all sides of the front. The soldierly “prima donna” or “diva” of the front theatre—men taking on female roles in an illusionary sphere—were experimental figures providing alternative gender roles that undermined the dominant ideal of the steely combatant. As such they sent out ambiguous erotic signals, not necessarily with a homosexual undertone, substituting the absent “female element” in war and often reminding the soldiers and officers watching of their loved ones at home. These complex gender plays were common features in times of war. They simultaneously contradicted homogenous notions of virility and militarized masculinity and also reproduced hegemonic displays of gender.

Though historians have placed greater attention on the experiences of German Jewish men in the war, Jewish women also felt greater acceptance through their performance of mainstream gender ideals. Similar to men, women’s experiences were much more diverse than previous scholarship would suggest, as diaries and letters by women on the home front reveal the ways in which, despite antisemitism, Jewish women, like their gentile counterparts, found new opportunities and spheres for exerting influence and agency while separated from husbands and fathers. Similar to men, Jewish women were not simply objects of antisemitism. Women’s particular experiences demonstrate the degree to which Jewish war experiences were gendered, as women’s experiences, revealed through their letters and diaries, differed from men’s. At the same time, though serving in a different sphere on the home front, women, like their male counterparts, also felt acceptance through their performance of wartime duties. Supporting their husbands, fathers, and sons, women experienced a sense of
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belonging as they contributed to the nation in its moment of crisis under the strains of total war.

This volume also contributes to recent scholarship that uses diverse media forms and regards them as comprehensive and valuable scientific sources in historical research. The idea that historical knowledge is always transmitted in the specific shape of a distinct medium gives some space for the “credo” that the mediality of a concrete historical source—its media-specific constitution—needs to be looked at more closely. Thus, medial forms—for example films—which, in the past, have not always been identified as fruitful sources for historiographical reconstructions and the epistemic revaluation of a particular discourse formation, need to be integrated into the broader dynamic of academic knowledge production. For this reason, this volume explores diverse medial narratives, including traditional research objects, written sources like journals, newspaper articles, and monographs, in addition to rather underexplored sites like ego-documents (diary entries, letters from the front, war memoirs) as well as fictional literature, photographs, and motion picture imagery after 1918. Feature films produced in the aftermath of the First World War in particular turn out to be a potent storage medium that communicates personal, psychological, as well as cultural and scientific knowledge, referring to problems such as the defeated nation, the horrific effects of mass destruction, traumatic wounds and other mental injuries, dysfunctional postwar relationships, disrupted family values, and fragile gender identities in postwar societies, in a more or less disguised manner. For example, Robert Reinert’s 1919 Nerven, a black and white silent feature film that has just been restored by the Munich Film Museum, conveys not only a vivid picture of the “shattered nerves” and “twisted minds” of post-World War I conditions in political and social realms on an individual as well as a collective level; it also debates essential themes of contemporary scientific discourses including neuropsychiatry, psychoanalysis, psychopathology, mass psychology, and sexology, and it reflects on the 1918/19 revolution and the realm of contemporary political symbolism. Many of these fields, at this time, were dominated by renowned European Jewish scientists and researchers like Sigmund Freud, Hermann Oppenheim, and Magnus Hirschfeld—to name just a few. Although European film cultures emerge as an important cultural player that highlight civilian populations’ diverse war experiences, they remain relatively silent, with a few exceptions that are addressed in this volume, concerning explicit representations of Jewish war experiences. Nevertheless, this cultural void, gap, or silence in the postwar era points to psychological forces that apparently needed to

be suppressed for some time after the war but left their mark in their own way, generating unique iconographies and aesthetics of cultural catastrophe.

Organization and Major Themes

The chapters in this volume focus on four interconnected themes, including the larger comparative context of minorities in the imperial German military, various forms of antisemitism in interrelations between Jews and gentiles, the cultural effects of the war on Jews through narrative and visual representation, and memories of war experiences. Part I examines the experiences of German Jews in the imperial army before and during the Great War. This section posits that German and Austrian Jewish experiences must be understood in the context of experiences of other minorities to uncover how they were perceived and how they perceived themselves in religious, ethnic, and nationalist terms. Part II analyzes antisemitism, Jewish-Christian relations, and identity formation during the war. This section concentrates on the experiences of “ordinary” German Jewish men and women who experienced war on the home and combat fronts. Utilizing letters, diaries, and memoirs, it complicates existing narratives about the effects of the “Jew Count” and state-sponsored antisemitism. Incorporating gender as a category of analysis, Part II also explores the ways in which men and women exerted agency in defining themselves as active members of front communities, and how these experiences convinced them that they were accepted into mainstream culture.

Cultural representations of the war in previously underexamined layers of literary and cinematic sources are the focus of Part III. Moving away from strictly soldiers’ narratives of the war experience, this section sheds light on how German Jews in diverse communities imagined and narrated the effects of the war. This includes analysis of not only how the war affected Jewish life, but also how the lens of Jewish culture shaped perceptions of the war. Part IV builds on this with analysis of contested memories of the war. In addition to analyzing war remembrance through Jewish literature, this section also offers innovative approaches to how survivors defined and remembered the psychological and emotional effects of war trauma. Contributors place these memories within the context of both Jewish culture and the broader trends in political, medical, and cultural memory production.

Central European Jewish experiences in the First World War need to be analyzed in a broader international and comparative context.
To what degree were the experiences and treatment of German and Austrian Jews in the Great War similar or dissimilar to the experiences of minorities in different nations and chronological contexts? This is a question addressed by Christine Krüger in Chapter 1, who compares the experiences of German and French Jews in the 1870/71 war and in 1914–18. Compared to French Jews, Krüger argues, German Jews felt a greater sense of ambivalence about their participation in the Franco-Prussian War and the First World War. In France, a notion of citizenship based on voluntarism predominated, in contrast to an ethno-cultural conception of Jewish identity that governed the social and legal status of German Jews. These differences in defining the status of Jews would play an essential role in shaping Jewish war experiences.

This volume further expands this comparative national context by examining the experiences of Jewish soldiers in the Habsburg army during the Great War. As a multicultural, multiethnic force, consisting of Austrians, Hungarians, Czechs, and other groups, the Habsburg army offers a fascinating case study of how Jews, who served on all fronts and in diverse capacities, were perceived and perceived themselves. The Habsburg army classified its soldiers by nationality rather than ethnicity, so Jewish soldiers were never given any official designation. Yet in her analysis of the everyday experiences of Jewish soldiers in Chapter 2, Tamara Scheer demonstrates that despite the lack of official recognition, soldiers were still unofficially recognized as Jewish. Especially as the war effort deteriorated, both the military and civilians blamed Jews, laying the groundwork for an imposed antisemitic stereotype that permeated culture on the home and combat fronts. Scheer emphasizes that this external identity formation of Jews as “scapegoats” shaped how “Jewishness” was understood in the Habsburg Empire.

In addition to comparative international contexts, this first section of the volume also compares the experiences of German Jews to other minorities within the German army. To what degree did prejudices against German Jews mirror prejudices against other groups? Devlin Scofield addresses this question in Chapter 3 by illuminating the experiences of Alsatian soldiers in the imperial army. He argues that German Alsatians’ war experiences were very similar to those of German Jews, as both faced increased surveillance, exclusion from certain duties, and restrictions on leave, despite data collected by officials that proved pro-French sympathies among Alsatians were exaggerated. Scofield focuses on letters by Alsatian-German soldiers to reconstruct their attempts to prove their national loyalty. The experience of being treated as second class disillusioned otherwise loyal Alsatian-German soldiers in a way
similar to the growing disillusionment felt by many German Jews who were treated as “outsiders” in their own nation.

The second section of the book shifts focus to the experiences of German Jewish men and women on the combat and home fronts. Their encounters with antisemitism, responses to war trauma, and feelings of belonging and “comradeship” reveal complex boundaries between exclusion and acceptance. In Chapter 4, Michael Geheran challenges the notion that Jewish experiences can be reduced to a singular Jewish Kriegserlebnis (wartime experience) by examining and contrasting the frontline experiences of acculturated, Zionist, and orthodox Jewish soldiers during the First World War. Geheran uses diaries, letters, and other contemporary primary sources by Jewish soldiers to argue that while antisemitism affected Jewish soldiers in their everyday relations with Christian comrades, these groups responded to it in often dramatically different ways. Geheran’s chapter is important because, unlike prevailing scholarship, which has analyzed Jewish experiences primarily through the lens of acculturated Jewry, Jewish soldiers’ cultural and religious identity—specifically whether they regarded themselves as “Germans of Jewish faith” or primarily as Jews—was crucial in shaping not only their expectations and perceptions during the war, but also how they remembered it afterwards. It governed why they fought, how they perceived and reacted to antisemitism, and it also influenced how they related to their gentile fellow soldiers, without which their memory of the First World War cannot be understood.

The ambivalent relationship between “being German” and “being Jewish” can also be examined in the transnational context beyond the trench experience. In Chapter 5, Sarah Panter compares the ambivalent relationship between “being German” and “being Jewish” to the experiences of German minorities in other parts of the world, including Britain and the United States. She identifies a number of similarities regarding classification of Jewish citizens and immigrants as “aliens” or “enemies.” Panter explores how “Jewishness” and “Germanness” were interpreted as compatible markers of their multiple and situational identities. Paradoxically, where Jews in German-speaking countries had to fight for acceptance and inclusion into the German nation, Jews in English-speaking countries were stigmatized as “German” under the formula that “Jewishness” equaled “Germanness.” Panter reveals just how fluid meanings of “Jewish” and “German” really were from different relational and cultural contexts, as Jews were ascribed multiple cultural identities.

Home front experiences of women are the focal point of Chapters 6 and 7. Andrea Sinn and Sabine Hank show that in contrast to much of
the existing scholarship that often constructs German Jews as objects of antisemitism, a much more diverse picture of Jewish experiences and agency emerges through the lens of women’s experiences. Sinn finds in Chapter 6 that despite continued antisemitism, the war created new opportunities for Jewish integration. Similar to Geheran, she utilizes letters, diaries, and other wartime sources from archives to offer new perspectives on the interplay of gender, politics, and war. In particular, she demonstrates that the infamous “Jew Count” was largely a gendered event that did not resonate in women’s wartime autobiographical writings. In Chapter 7, Hank highlights the experiences of women who occupied positions of status and relative power in war relief organizations, where they played an influential role in welfare, education, and health care programs. As these programs expanded exponentially in the context of total war, so too did women’s status as they volunteered in advisory positions in the Jewish community’s efforts to contribute to the nation’s victory.

In Chapter 8, Jason Crouthamel continues the volume’s concentration on wartime letters and diaries to analyze gentile and Jewish soldiers’ ideals of “comradeship” in the war. This universal experience, Crouthamel argues, fueled German Jewish soldiers’ sense of optimism about integration, which was rooted in a complex interchange between how they perceived themselves and how they were perceived by comrades. Like the chapters by Geheran and Sinn, Crouthamel’s chapter complicates the history of antisemitism by showing that the “Jew Count” had little bearing on everyday life at the front. To illustrate the complex front experience for Jewish men, Crouthamel compares letters and diaries of Jewish soldiers to those of their gentile comrades, which reveal a wide range of philosemitic and antisemitic sentiments, suggesting that German Jewish soldiers’ optimism about being accepted as “good comrades” was not entirely illusory.

Representations of the war experience in letters, diaries, and memoirs are only one dimension of narratives on the war experience. The war had a profound impact on virtually all layers of cultural production, including literature and cinema. In the aftermath of mass violence, films became a site for debates over national memory, the meaning of loss, and competing interpretations of the war experience. While some of the most familiar interwar films, like Westfront 1918: Vier von der Infanterie (Western Front 1918) and All Quiet on the Western Front (both 1930), illustrate the brutalizing effects of the front experience on soldiers, cinema also reflected the traumatic consequences of occupation and mass expulsion, including mass migrations of Jewish communities. Many of these relatively unknown films are
lost, but remarkably, some rare examples of cinematic representa-
tions of Jewish civilians survive in archives. These are uncovered in
Chapter 9 by Philipp Stiasny, who expands our focus to include the
experiences of Eastern European Jewish civilians. Exploring feature
films from the 1920s that deal with the Jewish population in Galicia,
Stiasny poses several interrelated questions: What kinds of stories
were told? How have these films been received by the public? How
do they relate to other films about the war? He argues that these films
gave space and voice to the perspective of civilians, in particular the
Jewish population, engulfed in war. Thus, this chapter reveals another
layer of Jewish voices in representing the effects of the war, as well as
perceptions of that population through the relatively new medium of
cinema.

Literary representations of Jewish war experiences are also unde-
rutilized by historians, yet these sources yield an important glimpse
into the effects of the war on soldiers and civilian Jewish communi-
ties. In Chapter 10, Glenda Abramson dissects the boundaries between
historical truth and fiction in her analysis of novels by Shmuel Yosef
Agnon that deal with the social and psychological impact of the war.
Abramson argues that in his reflections on the impact of the war on the
home front in Leipzig, Agnon combines autobiography and imagina-
tive constructions of memory, providing a kind of valediction of the
old world of Jewish culture destroyed by the war. Exploring how these
narratives fuse fiction with historical reality, Abramson sheds light on
how the memory of the war was constructed through the lens of Jewish
identity.

Some of the most important recent scholarship on the impact of
the Great War has focused on the psychological dimensions of the
modern war experience. Expanding our knowledge of the brutalizing
effects of the war, historians have explored complex everyday coping
mechanisms and emotional responses to violence.\(^57\) The multifaceted
psychological effects of the war also shook mental medicine and its
capacity for diagnosing and treating “war neurosis.”\(^58\) In Chapter 11,
Julia Barbara Köhne reveals the crucial role played by German Jewish
scholars in studying the effects of the war on the psyches of front
veterans.\(^59\) She analyzes the illuminating case study of Paul Plaut, a
Jewish front veteran and psychologist who investigated the effects of
the war on the “soul of soldiers,” including their emotional, religious,
and psycho-sexual responses to the trench experience. Plaut’s work
was part of the military’s larger aim to rationalize and economize the
combat readiness of front soldiers.\(^60\) At the same time, Köhne reveals
that Plaut’s 1920 work “Psychographie des Kriegers” (“Psychography

\(^{57}\) Beyond Inclusion and Exclusion: Jewish Experiences of the First World War in Central Europe” Edited by Jason Crouthamel,
of the Warrior”) was exceptional in revealing the fragile inner life of soldiers with extraordinary frankness. Köhne’s chapter thus puts Plaut’s work in two overlapping contexts: both as an example of a German Jewish soldier’s particular encounter with the psycho-traumatic effects of war and his intellectual sensitization for them, and as an example of an experimental psychologist who tried to transform the impact of mass violence and its preconditions into scientific knowledge.

Jewish survivors confronted and expressed their memories of the war through diverse media. On one hand, German Jewish memory construction can be placed in the larger context of interwar political fragmentation over the meaning of the war experience. As many of the chapters in this volume attest, German Jews largely saw their own experiences as intertwined with broader experiences of “comradeship,” nationalism, traumatic memory, and other social-psychological effects of war. At the same time, the war experiences of German Jews were treated as a separate sphere, distinct and excluded from the mainstream narratives that constructed “front communities” and “national communities.” This is explored with new insight in Chapter 12 by Florian Brückner, who analyzes the place of Jews in the political debates over the war, with a focus on one of the most popular sites of memory construction, the war novel. War fiction provides an ideal site for analyzing how Jews were perceived within the larger narrative of a unified “front community” (Frontgemeinschaft), which later became the basis for the National Socialist conception of the “national community” (Volksgemeinschaft). Brückner analyzes some of the most popular interwar right-wing nationalist literature to assess how Jews were portrayed and how Jews received these works. He argues that during the Weimar era, the war novel actually afforded German Jews an avenue to integrate themselves into the conservative-nationalist narrative of the “front community,” and that it was not until the Nazis came to power in 1933 that literary depictions of the war experience became increasingly infused with antisemitic stereotypes. Thus, Brückner’s chapter reveals how the memory of the trenches was not static, but an ever-evolving narrative from inclusive to more exclusive treatment of minorities who shared the “front experience.” For the “coda” to the volume we invited Derek Penslar to share perspectives on the field, as his book Jews and the Military: A History influenced the approaches of many contributors to this study. Penslar points to key issues and new methodologies that still need to be explored, and he reflects on changing developments in the history of German Jewish men and women in the First World War.
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